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says :--‘‘ Messrs.

Perken, Son, and Rayment claim to have produced a triple-wick oil lamp, in
which the luminosity is equal to ONE HUNDRED CANDLE POWER—while
the light is very pure, and the heat less than usual. We have heen present at trials
made with it, and find their allegations asto PURITY and INTENSITY OF
FLAME are maintained.”
T. Boras, in Photographic Work, saya:—‘‘ The Optimus 100 Candle Power Oil
Lamp- the light certainly surprised us. . . The brightness—and above all the
whiteness—of the disc recalling a lime light. . .
.”
.
Amateur Photographer, Nov 10, 1893.—‘ Messrs. Perken, Son, and Rayment,

of 99, Hatton Garden, have just introduced a great improvement

in oil-lamps,

which will be warmly welcomed by all who use this form of illuminant.

From the

diagram it will be seen that central aa well as side air shafts are provided, and with °=:2.
the greater supply of air is combined greater illumination and greater freedom from !
, smell,

‘We have had‘an opportunity of severely testing this lamp against some of

of the best ordinary forms, and the increase in illumination is at least three times.

- . . + The whiteness of the light is so much
useful for enlarging.”

increased

that this should be !.----~
>

By means of air shafts enormons irtcrease of brilliancy is secured (which has
been computed to equal three times the candle power of the refulgent lamps
hitherto sold _with magic lanterns—vide Report of Meeting, Bristol Photographic
Association, Feb. 24, 1893).
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Fountains Abbey, Praed Street, W. of which he is
vice-chairman, by giving, in connection with a
concert in aid of the funds, his brilliant dioramic

entertainment.
The professor knows just what
is required on such occasions, and also how to

give it with the most effect—either by singing,
lecturing, conjuring, or lantern effects.
i
*
*
AN interesting series of lantern demonstrations
at the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, terminated
on 23rd ult. These were commenced early in
February and have been continued every night
(Sundays excepted). The subjects for the most
part related to travel, and have been most
popular. The lantern was under the manage-

REciTaTions and songs, illustrated by lantern
slides, are obtaining a stronger hold than they
previously had, and as this popular style is
now so much appreciated, many new sets of
slides illustrating standard songs and recitations
are being prepared. The effect of certain songs
illustrated in this manner is greatly enhanced.
*
x
*
Tue latest penny-in-the-slot machine is one for
seeing stereoscopic views.
The machine is not
unlike a huge postal pillar box, there being eight
sets of lenses affixed around it, so that as many
persons can view them at once.
Upon a penny
being dropped in the slot a shutter is opened,

and the pictures, which are on a frame, change

ment of Messrs. Archer and Son, of Lord Street,

every fifteen or twenty seconds until thirty-two

and throughout the entire series of about fifty
lectures there was not the slightest hitch of any
kind, everything going smoothly from begining
to end.

have been seen, after which the shutter closes.

k

.

*%

Messrs.
Garden,

places.

*

Tae factory of the European Blair Camera
Company, Limited, is now fitted up, and the
manufacture of films will be commenced at
once.
*

Arrangements are being made to have them
placed at prominent railway stations and other

*

——:0:——_

The Supply of Oxygen
Lantern Flames.—No.

ok

to
I.

By W. H. Harrison.

Percen, Son & Rayment, of Hatton
London, have had the honour of ex-

A Frew days ago Professor Dewar showed an
hibiting their new ‘‘ Optimus ” Saturator before
interesting old experiment at the Royal Instithe members of the Royal Institution of Great
tution, by drawing common air through a thin
Britain.
The instrument was shown in a
india-rubber film; under such circumstances
bi-unial lantern, one saturator supplying both | the air comes out so much richer than before in
jets. The light was switched off and on from
oxygen, that it will inflame a smouldering
the upper to the lower lantern, and vice versa,
splinter of wood.
This change in the proporwith great rapidity. Several members present,
tions of the constituents of atmospheric air, is
themselves manipulated the instrument, and
due to the fact that oxygen passes through the
expressed their great satisfaction at the siinfilm more rapidly than does the nitrogen. Both
plicity and perfect success of the dissolving
gases are dissolved by the india-rubber and are
arrangement,
liquified therein; they then evaporate on the
*

*

Er

TE sole sale for Great Britain, the Colonies,
and the United States of America, of Lumiere’s

Extra Rapid Dry Plates; Ortho-chromatic
Plates, A and B—(a) sensitive to yellow and
green, (b) sensitive to yellow and red ; ‘ Citos”
P.O.P. Citrate of Silver Printing-out Paper,
allowing combined toning and fixing and giving
beautiful

effects;

and

such

other of Messrs.

Lumiere’s products as they intend from time
to time to put upon the market, has been taken
over by Messrs. Fuerst Bros., 17, Philpot Lane,

E.C. For the greater convenience of professionals and amateurs in the English speaking
countries, it has been arranged that all instructions for the use of, and all printed matter in
connection with Messrs. Lumiere’s specialities,
are

rendered in English;

and measures.

also English weights

other

side, and, as with all other liquids, the

more perfect the vacuum into which they
evaporate, the more rapidly does that evapora-

tion take place.
experiment was

Professor Dewar's simple
with a thin india-rubber

balloon, blown out until

it was about

a foot in

diameter, and then filled with sawdust to prevent its collapse, when suction was put on inside; a little mercury or sprengel pump does
for drawing the air through the india-rubber
and delivering it into a receiving vessel.
With
the air, after its passage through the indiarubber, he reinflamed a glowing wooden splint.
Can this property of india-rubber, or some
other substance, be utilised hereafter by some
inventive

genius,

to inexpensively increase

the

luminosity of the oil and gas flames used in
lanterns, also to produce a somewhat weaker
form than at present of the limelight, but with
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the abolition of the dangers of using bottles of

the lantern are improved by the same amount
of inventive genius applied to them which has
already been given to limelight jets, they will
gradually drive the straight wick burners out
of the market, partly because they will in themselves yield a better light, and partly because
they permit the use of a proper reflector with
if practicable, to those valuable and industrious
immense advantage when the glass chimney is
plodders whose function it is to try by practical
so shaped as to allow the reflector to be brought
modifications to turn the discoveries of scientific
pretty close to the light. There was a time
men to commercial advantage.
when the Houses of Parliament were lit with
concentric gas burners, and with the Bude
Quite recently one of the photographic
journals brought forth as a novelty the feeding | light. The latter, after a fairly long life, went
out of use for the illumination of public buildof a flame inside a lantern with additional
ings, but for such purposes the size of the flame
oxygen, but this is nothing more nor less than
what is known as the old Bude light. It is, was of no importance, whereas for lantern
purposes the flame must be reduced to the
indeed, older than the Bude light, which was
patented in 1838 by Mr. Goldsworthy Gurney ; smallest size possible, so the conditions to be
fulfilled are not the same.
but that was not the first of it, for Dr. Thomas
The first branch of the subject to be taken up
Young employed the method in lantern prowill deal with the facts relating to the transjection at the Royal Institution close after the
mission of common air through india-rubber,
beginning of this century, and Dr. Ure adopted
because
these are not very popularly known,
the method in Glasgow in 1806 or 1807. Thus,
and have not been much applied to any useful
what has been done in the past in the way of
purpose.
Dr. J. K, Mitchell, of Philadelphia,
increasing the luminosity of flames by feeding
was the first to make the discovery of the action
them with an additional proportion of oxygen,
compressed gas?
Seeing that the prohlem
shows some symptoms of promise, I have
thought it well to begin to collect for these
pages some of the scientific facts which have
been revealed in the past in relation to the
subject, leaving the application of the principles,

presents a rather wide field into which I propose
to enter.

The generally accepted theory of luminous
flames, opposed however by a few rather puzzling
facts, is that carbon is liberated by the heat, and

that these white-hot particles of carbon cause
momentary luminosity before they are burnt
into carbonic acid gas.
Thus it is possible to

add too much as
oil flame, and by
luminosity ; with
to give off smoke,

of india-rubber in the matter, about which
circumstance, no doubt, Mr. Julius F. Sachse

will be pleased, as he claims so many advances
in the history of subjects relating to photography
for Philadelphia.
He might also add to his
list the invention of the limelight by Professor
Hare, of that city. Professor Hare obtained
the light by directing the flame of the
mixed gases upon pieces of refractory clay,
and perhaps the young genius who some

well as too little oxygen to an
both methods to diminish its
too little oxygen it soon begins
consisting largely of unburnt

time back showed, at the Brixton Camera
Club,
that
when
limes
for
the
lantern
run out in the course of a display, the bowl of a

carbon; with too much oxygen the liberated
carbon is transformed too rapidly into carbonic
acid to give off much light. Between these two
extremes the inventor of the future will have to

clay pipe will answer as a makeshift, was little
aware that he was exhibiting the earliest form
of the limelight, Mr. Sachse claims much, and
with justice, for Philadelphia in relation to the

steer, and to try to obtain a highly luminous
advancement of photography, but two of his
small flame by means of an oil or gas very rich : claims, as I have showed elsewhere, will not
in carbon, but prevented from smoking by the ; bear the fire of destructive historical criticism,
supply of a judicious amount of oxygen under
but herein he is furnished with two others to
the regulation of the operator. Common gas, : supply their place. Destructive criticism is never
highly charged with vapour of benzole, might
pleasing or amiable work, yet it must be unwilbe a suitable combustible substance to use.
lingly adopted sometimes in the interests of
The limelight is not outside the range of the
truth. Mr. Sachse modestly omitted from his
title of this series of articles, because it is prolist of Philadelphia discoveries the celebrated
duced by a flame, which renders a mass of lime
one of his own of the destruction of gelatine
incandescent instead of rendering a multitude
bromide dry plates by action of voracious—nay,
of evanescent particles of carbon incandescent.
fiendish—insects, as revealed by a double-million
Also, in dealing with ordinary flames, it will be
magnifying
- power electric projection microassumed that cylindrical concentric burners are
scope, so that, living in the middle of such a
used, for there is no doubt that as flames for — blaze of glory, he naturally overlooked two such
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minor matters as the works of Dr. Mitchell and

or narrow portion of the paper leading

Professor Hare.
Common air consists in volume of one part
oxygen mixed with five parts nitrogen; the
gases are merely mixed, and are not chemically

front. These films, with their backing cards, are

combined.

shown

at A, the tapes being passed .over the
roller F and laidas at B to C. The block D
is provided with a light-tight slot, through which
the tapes pass. The sliding carrier K, which
is provided with a spring, keeps the pack of
films tightly pressed against the side cheeks at
J, which represents the focal plane.
To change the film it is only necessary to
open the front of the camera, grasp the lower
tape at C, and pull it as far asit will go; then
tear the paper tape off short. In drawing the

Hence, in ordinary lantern burners,

a vast proportion of nitrogen passes through the

chimney without doing anything to increase the
combustion ; in fact, it deteriorates it by cooling

the flame.

It also brings about the necessity

for long chimnies, to create sufficient draught to

furnish
given

the flames with sufficient oxygen ina
time;

likewise

it undesirably

to the

increases

tape out, the front film, with its backing,
the size of the flame, as well as the tendency
is drawn over the spring roller F, and guided by
of the flame to smoke from less perfect combustion.
Here, then, are practical reasons for | the bent rods G, it finally reaches the dark

trying to find out whether anything useful can
be economically done to improve lantern flames
by furnishing them with more oxygen than they
at present receive in a given time.
——i0:

Hand

Cameras

Slides

for the

No. 30.—TuHe

for

obtaining

Lantern.
“ Napa.”

A FEW months ago we announced that a film
camera on a new principle would shortly be

placed on the market. It being now completed,
we are able to supply a few particulars.
The sectional drawing (Fig. 1) will serve to |
illustrate the manner in which the films are ;
changed for exposure.
Each film is pierced !

with a slot at its upper edge, and is threaded ,
s

Fig. 2.

chamber £, where the

films are

in turn piled

one upon the other until aH areexposed.
Soas
to avoid all friction when drawing the film from
the exposing plane, a roller is also placed at H,
whilst a button is placed at the bottom of the
camera,

so

that

the

tension

the films can be reduced during
the film is changed.

at the

back

of

the time that

The action of releasing the tension and pulling

the tape is shown at Fig. 2.
Two finders

are supplied, and with

lens, a shutter, which

the R.R.

can

be set for either
The camera,
| instantaneous or time exposures.

which is }-plate size, weighs when loaded 33
Ibs. and measures 10 by 53 by 63 inches.
This instrument has been brought out by
which forms an opaque backing to the film,
leaving a strip of several inches, which, it will | Messrs. Joseph Levi & Co., of Furnival Street,
London, who, being devoted exclusively to the
be seen, serves as a means of. drawing the film
wholesale, will only supply dealers, who in turn
from its position after exposure, into a dark
can supply the retail public. This camera can
receptacle.
To load the camera, a pack of
therefore be obtained through any dealer in
eighty-four films so arranged, are placed in the
photographic apparatus.
camera in the position shown, with the ‘“‘ tapes ”

on a piece of tough and opaque

paper, part of
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pe
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COLOURED
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Care, Chapel-
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ee
Wanted by expert lanternist, slide photographer and colourer. Good clerk, ticket writer
and designer.
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119, Western-road, Hove, Brighton.
H AVING broken 11 slides from a photographic set of
50, entitled London to Rome, plain, cost 18. each,
J will sell the remaining39 ; what offers ?—Jas. Cochrane
,
Mains Smithy, Dundee,

uf ase
Helioscopic Lantern, best single lantern
made, as new, 55s. ; 50 coloured slides London,25s.;
46 animals of Zoo (coloured), 9d. each; 50 Switzer
land

(plain), 6d. each ; 30 Life of Gordon (coloured), 1s. each;
50 Livingstone (plain), 6d. each; 50 Egyptian war (col-oured), 1s. each; 12 Mary Queen of Scots (coloured),
6d.
each; 40 Holy Land, 1s. each; 12 slide boxes
for 50
numbered, 1s. 6d. each.—H. H. Parbly, 9, Cradockstreet,

Swansea.

Noe

Lantern Slides, views from Christiania

and neighbourhood, the Sandak Kanal and other
Thelemarken places, forsale. 9s. doz. post free, 2 sample
slides and list 2/- post free. Remittances by
post,
Money
order. — H.
Rolsted,
22, Tidemandsgade,
Christiania, Norway.
ie
Model Sets prepared to illustrate Service
Song, Recitations, Stories, &c. Estimates free.—of
T. T. Wing, Chatteris, Cambs.
\ { CLELLAN'’S Photographic Slides at 6/per dozen
_ are the best and cheapest. Slides made from
negativ
es, etc.—36, St. Paul’s-road,

Canonbury, London.

bare
Slides made from Negatives, 6s. doz.
finished in best possible manner.
Numerous
testimonials.—T. T. Wing, Chatteris,
Cambs.

4s. 6d. doz.

Numerous

Testimonials.—

T. T. Wing, Chatteris, Cambs.

Vee
Slides to illustrate Wonders of Nature
and Art, such as Forth Bridge, Niagara, Tropical Scenery, Machinery,
Volcanoes,
etc. — Lantern,
Thames-place, Putney.

YJ
W

ANTED High-class Photographic Lantern
for Single Lantern.

Exchange

sories, state wants.—Lanternist,

Clerkenwell.

Slides,

cycling acces-

6Fr, Peabody-buildings,

7 ANTED, Slides.— Travel, tffects, Life Model Sets,

W
for cash or exchange photo apparatus.—Broof,
Electrician, Leicester.
YOTICE.—Mr.
Frank F. Weeks,
Trade
Lantero

ib |

Slide

Designer,

in thanking

his

numerous

clients for past favours begs to state he is no longer at
liberty to serve, having entered ixto a five years contract
with a new Company as manager, &c.

ates
to exchange for other slides. 500 life
models and other sets, comic slipping lever and

mechanical

slides.—129, West-street, Sheffield.

LECTURERS

dnd

OTHERS

Requiring HIGH-CLASS COLOURING
or Slides made to order, any Subject (NOT
usual trade daubs), try—

WILKINSON
& Co.,
HOLMESIDE,
SUNDERLAND.
ESTABLISHED

1859.

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
Photographic

Apparatus, Scientific Instruments
description of miscellaneous property.

and

every

ME: J.C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds
Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve Precisely,
at his great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales are
requested to
send particulars one week prior to sale.

The GRIDIRON SATURATOR

is the most powerful Limelight extant,
Will show a brilliant picture
on the screen in broad daylight.
Price £3.
Can be obtained through any Optician, or direct from
the Maker,

F.

13,

Ossulston
Further

BROWN,
Street,

LONDON,

N.W

Particulars, Lists of Jets, éc., Post Free.

|
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ASK

YOUR

DUPLEX

PERFECT

OPTICIAN

FOR

REGU LATOR

=e

DISSOLYING.

SEAT
AorOS SE

auenan

CYLINDERS

GEL

Speciality from

CHLORATE OF POTASH.

Valves and Fittings,
Patentee of the Bourdon Safety Gauge.

Patentee of the Bourdon Safety Gauge.
CYLINDERS

FILLED

WHILE

Manufacturer—A.
28,

BARTLETT’S

BUILDINGS,

Dawvenport’s
NEW

SMALL

CUSTOMER

CLARKSON,
HOLBORN

Eee

ARG

CIRCUS,

PHOTOGENIC

LANTERNS

A-WICK

Are the

LAMP

FOCUS

0i!

BEST

Lanterns Made.

-(3- Wick

SIMPLE

KEEPING.

LONDON.

pp STEWARD'S

3-WICK

ELECTRIC

WATTS.

AND
CERTAIN.

Patent.

Price

£4

4a.

J.H. STEWARD,
SOLE MANUFACTURER

Lamp has been designed to use with Optical Lanterns,
Theatre
Lights, Enlarging Apparatus, and wherever a
brilliant and steady light is required.
It will &t into all Oil Lanterns, without alteration, and is
adaptable to all kinds of Lime and other Optical Lanterns and
Dissolving View Apparatus.
LIST GRATIS, POST FREE,

THs

.| THE

AND AGENT,

PHOTOGENIC LANTERN,
AND Best LENSES
..

BI-UNIAL

AND

With

COMPRESSED

406, STRAND; 457, WEST STRAND;

all the

IN ae

TRIPLE
Latest

Bestsao

LANTERNS

Improvements

_

GAS, CYLINDERS, REGULATORS,

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUES

£4

&c..

GRATIS.

7, GRACECHURCH ST., LONDON.
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The Lanternist’s Den, No. XIII.
By C. EB. Rexote.

In
the
the
on

HOW TO BUILD A BI-UNIAL—VI.
this chapter I propose hinging the body to
base board or.plinth, hinging the doors, fixing
lining, japanning. the hood, aid commence
that part of the apparatus known as the

brass-work.

Fixing the lining requires care to ensure
accuracy, for unless the. jet shelves and con-

denser-holes

come

directly

opposite

their

89

previously been fitted and marked nothing more
need be said about them.
Four pairs of 3-in. brass hinges and one pair
of 11 in. are employed in mounting the doors and
plinth. In cutting the incisions to receive these
the tools should be very sharp, and the screws
used must not stand above the countersink of
the holes. After fitting the hinges to the doors,
they can be screwed to the body, the door half
being left until it has its fittings attached.
In marking the plinth for the 11 in., see that
the bottom edge of body comes flush with the
back edge of plinth, and fit up in that position.

We now turn our attention to the brass work,
respective apertures in the outer body, neither
to those of my readers who happen to be
which
the jet trays nor the condensers will go into their |
the happy possessors of a good lathe and the
places with that freedom that is necessary. To

many, these little details
fluous, but they are not so,

may appear superas the writer can

testify, after many years of practical experimenting. He will here also confess to often
having had to go over work a second time in
consequence of ignoring small instructions,
regarding them trivial or frivolous.
It, therefore, behoves

the amateur

workman

to be particular in fitting up. Ten or twelve
holes will have to be made—say, four at top,
four at bottom, and two or four round

middle

of lining, large enough to take lin. brass screws.
The lining must be screwed from the inside, and
as there is an air space between the inner and
outer body, it will be found advantageous to
place on each screw, after putting it through the
iron, a stop or collar. Such collars can easily
be made from a piece of common brass tube
sufficiently large in hole to allow them being
passed on freely. They may be cut off 3-in.
Jong, by means of a small circular saw on lathe,
or when that is not get-attable, the hand back-

saw must be used, ‘the tube being fixed in the
vice whilst the cutting is proceeding. It will
be obvious that when the stops are thus placed
between the wood and iron, they keep tbe iron
in position, and prevent the screws from going

beyond a
job rigid,
distant.
As the
apparatus

uniform depth, not only making the
but the air-space all round is equihood is the only part of the .whole
that requires japanning, I would not

advise that it be done at home.

For the benefit,

however, of any reader who wishes to try his
hand in the line, the process will be described,
with other receipts, at the close of these articles.

Almost any tinman will get this done for you
for a few pence, or it can

be taken

Mr. R. Keeling,
London, N.

New

3198,

or sent to

North

Road,

The linings of doors can next be fixed by }-in.
screws, one

at each corner, and as these have

necessary paraphernalia belonging thereto, will
finda most interesting study. Of course, it must
be admitted it isan expensive luxury, to have for
one’s pleasure a lathe with modern attachments
and the thousand and one tools required to carry
us through any job of a similar nature to one
These remarks
we are about to commence.
apply only to amateurs, of whom there are a
goodly number among lanternists, and who for
the most part are mechanically inclined. Many
of the greatest inventions of the century have
Men who
been given the world by amateurs.
have at first given their attentions to a particular study, an accomplishment—hobby, if you
prefer that word—and becoming interested, have
gone on and on, until the work has become a
charm, and the knowledge that is constantly
being multiplied ultimately developes into
something new under the sun.
I have just written ‘‘a lathe to be an ex: pensive luxury ”; on second thoughts my opinion
runs round and points the other way. Oh, no!
Expensive, far from it; and I’m pleased to
acknowledge my error. This sudden change of
view has as quickly come about by a comparison
of events, passing before the mind’s eye at the
moment, each of which has happened within
the last six months.
No. 1 turned his attention to the greatest
hobby of the age, cycling, and paid £23 10s. for
Three months later
what he called a ‘‘ Bi.”
he was charged with having nearly killed an old
lady ; his machine was in two parts, irreparable,
and like grandfather's clock, “‘ never to go again,”
‘and all through the tram-line,” so No. 1 said.
No. 2 spent a similar amount in building a
greenhouse. One night the side window of this
was left open, the cats walked in and destroyed

some very valuable plants. Some nights later
a blizzard walked round that storehonse of

choice flowers and took
| meant another outlay.

the

roof

off, which
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We cannot blame our friends for indulging in
what best suits their several tastes.
But does the lathe, even as.a “ hobby,” show

such a miserable
no, I think

not.

account

There's

of its stewardship—
my

old friend in the

corner there.
How many years have I had it?
I cannot with accuracy say, but its a great
many, and as a lathe proper (that is to say,

less chucks, and such like accessories, that from

time to time I have made or had made) it has
not cost one shilling a year.
To those with
a taste for mechanics,

mend a visit to R. Melhuish

Lane, E.C., who, for 4 small

I recom-

& Sons, Fetter

consideration, will

equip my reader for a lifetime.
It will be understood that the front plates, of
which there are six—viz., two stage plates, two
outer plates, and two spring plates—together
with the roller curtain plate, are all made from

flat brass, whilst the screws, eyepieces, door-

nobs, front flanges, etc., are made from castings.

The draw tubes are cut from lengths of drawn

brass tubing, though these latter are sometimes

made

from

the sheet brass.

case, a few instructions

the guidance

This being the

will be laid down

of those in remote

for

parts, where

possibly the tubing is not procurable.

It is

advised that the plates be purchased ready cut
to size, also the castings, for to make patterns
of the various pieces required would be time
wasted, unless they were for trade purposes,
when a number, of course, would compensate
for the time thus spent.
A few firms stock
these plates and castings in two or three sizes.
At least, so I have been given to understand,
but when, some time back, I tried the houses

recommended, they were either unwilling to
supply, or did not keep them. After being disappointed at what was thought the most likely
places, I decided to cast and cut my own, and
certainly

should

have

done

so,

had

it

not

happened that in looking for one thing I found
another, that other being a firm who are
willing to supply, and do supply, castings,
tubes, plates, screws, finished and unfinished,
in fact, any single part, or all parts collectively,
for lantern construction.
Here, I said to
myself, I have fallen in clover, as the principal

of the firm, with much courtesy, exhibited the

different articles of their manufacture, and gave

in detail many valuable hints as to the methods

adopted in producing them.

It is, therefore, with confidence that I recom-

mend my readers to call or send for a complete
bi-unial set of castings, planished front plates,
and a price list of finished parts, to Messrs.

Platt & Witte, Birkbeck Works, Birkbeck Road,
’ Dalston, London, N.

Although it is the intention here to briefly

sketch-and make each of the many parts,:it

will, nevertheless, be preferable to many to
procure such accessories, especially the smaller

Ones in a finished
Another valuable

state, as the list will show.
advice: may be noted, and.

that is I was informed by the first-named.
gentlemen that they were always willing to
help a lame dog over a stile. So if the worker
gets confused in what he is doing, here is the
way out of the difficulty.
The set of brass castings and plates referred
to above, with the circles cut, tubes tapped to
flanges, back plates fitted to condensers, etc.,
will cost about 25s., but if bought without these
additions,

half

that

amount

will

cover

the

outlay. It must be understood that in cases
where these plates, tubes, etc., have been
prepared as mentioned, many of the following

instructions will not apply, and will therefore
be passed over.
;
Presuming, then, the

reader

has

furnished

himself with the things necessary, we will take
the castings of the peep-holes, or door-rims as
they are sometimes called, and finish. These
four rings of metal speak for themselves, the

Rroove

at the back

being for the

blue

glass.

But those who have had but a spare experience in turning, may see a difficulty in
chucking them, unless they are provided with a
self centric chuck. Put on lathe a 2 in. plain

boxwood

chuck

(a few of these

are

always

handy, especially so to amateurs), and turn a
collar to fit hole of casting, which must fit so
tight as to ailow of it being driven on with
a mallet. Turn from the outside edge until the

diameter of each is exactly 2,% in.

The chuck

knocked

may now be turned away until the face is flat.
all over, as it is not likely to be wanted again.
It must now be sunk so that the rim can be
in.

When

this has

been

done, front

with flat’ planisher.

Remove

frem

chuck, and

inside, the glass groove is to be sunk to fully
half the thickness of the metal. Next open the
inner circle to 1,% in., and with the flat took
turn away the back until true.
Reverse
casting, and turn front dead flat, finishing it
mark with a small centre punch for three
screw-holes, which are to be drilled to take 8-in.

brass screws, the top of hole to be countersunk

so that head of screw lies. flush with rim.
These four eyepieces are now ready for lacquering, and when this has been done and the blue
glasses procured, can be fixed to the doors.
The peep-holes can be bought, complete with
glasses, from 4s. to 6s. the set.
(To be continued.)
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for Science
I.—“ MaGNeEtTic

Teachers.
CURVES.”

By E. D. B.
<‘MaGneTic curves” form one of the most
interesting and instructive experiments to shew
The usual
to a large assembly of students.
method of showing them by means of the
lantern, is by using a vertical attachment, and
I have heard several say that they cannot
illustrate them because they do not possess a
vertical attachment; probabiy some will remark
that this instrument is simple enough to make,
At
and could easily be made by an amateur.
all events, let us see if we cannot get over the
In
difficulty without a vertical attachment.
the first place, let us take some lantern plates
as thin as we can get them, the thinner they are
the better will be the results obtained ; (I |
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over the mouth and bound round with twine.
Gently dust our filings over the lantern plate,
tapping the corners of the plate, until the iron
filings arrange themselves in proper order and
appear as in Fig. II.
Next take a lid of a
cardboard box and cut a hole in it about 4}
inches square, and place over it a sheet of
ground glass, securing it to the box lid by means
of strips of gummed paper; in place of ground
glass a
tracing

piece
paper

of
or

tracing linen could
be used. Place this
cover as shewn in
Fig. over III. the
lantern plate, it will

thus diffuse the light
and give a more
even
illumination.
Having done this,
Fig. 3.
our plate is now
myself prefer those that give nice black tones,
ready for “exposing.” An ordinary wax vesta I
and usually styled mechanical plates) a small
than
longer
not
keeper,
and
have found to be sufficient to give the required
magnet
. horse-shoe
Simply light the match, holding it
exposure.
about two inches, and a pair of small bar
over the ground glass cover, move the match too
magnets with keepers, also not longer than about
To proceed to make our lantern
and fro at about twelve inches from the cover.
two inches.
slides of the ‘magnetic curves '’we place our
The exposure having been made, the filings are
dusted off, the piate is ready for developing in
any of the usual methods which have from time
to time been described in the pages of this
Journal.
Continue this method of procedure, but varying the shape of magnets, and also the positions
used, as commonly adopted, and usually shewn
in text books bearing upon the subject.
By carrying out these instructions we can
have at our command a cheap set of diagrams,
illustrating the magnetic forces set up by the
Fig. 1.
various shaped magnets and combination of
cloth
black
of
piece
a
upon
horse-shoe magnet
shewing clearly the neutral and polar
magnets,
as in Fig. I., and upon the magnet place our
axes of the magnets, the field and poles.
lantern plate, having previously placed four small
Even amongst our friends, these slides are
levelling pieces of wood, marked A, A, A: A;
very interesting to shew if they are made with
the same thickness
It requires some time to get into the
care.
of the
magnet,
of getting the lines of filings clear
practice
under each of the
and distinct: the filings have a tendency to all
four corners of the
collect together in a heap at the poles of the
lantern plate B so
magnet, and should they do so, it is always
as to makeit frm.
This part of the | advisable to shake off the iron filings and begin
the operation again, as no amount of manceuveroperation must of
ing will dispose them symmetrically, but rather
course be done in
to make them worse.
the
dark
- room.
It will interest the readers to know that very
Now
take
some
results can also be obtained upon bromide
good
iron filings in a
paper in a similar way as already described,
moderately
wide
and can be used for the purpose of illustrations.
mouthed
bottle,
The example shewn in this article was done in
with a piece of
this way.
muslin
stretched
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Hymn
By

Slides, &c.

ALBERT

would constitute valuable subjects for lantern-

slides, such ones for instance as “The Silver
Dart,” by Mr. J. Clayton Adams; the two
grand mountain landscapes, by Mr. Charles

TRANTER.

I bec to draw the attention of those person S& Stuart, one entitled ‘A Silent Solitude,”’ the
the other accompanied by the words :—
interested in the production of lantern slides to
the following suggestion; Would it not be a
“‘ Each purple peak, each flinty spire,

good plan to prepare hymn slides in such a
manner that the people for whose benefit they
are exhibited may join in singing such hymns

from the words on the screen, and not be under
the necessity of using hymn-books, as was the

Was bathed in floods of living fire ;”
and ‘The
Home of the Red Deer, Rossshire,’ by Mr. S. Bird.
The mist effect in the

last-named is really beautiful;
and if the
Picture were prepared as a coloured lanterncase at a limelight exhibition which I once | Slide it would appear still more
so.
attended,—the gas in the room having of course
As to the legal right to copy and issue such
been first turned up ?
pictures as slides, I imagine that that matter
In order to enable the people present at such
could be arranged in a similar way to that.
an exhibition to dispense with hymn-books, I
adopted in publishing the volume referred to,
think that one verse only of a hymn should be
and those of the same character issued by
photographed on each slide in plain transparent
several other publishing houses.
lettering (though in bold type) on a transparent
—:0:——
black background—that is, like a hymn-slide
The
Optical
System of a Lantern.
prepared in the usual way appears in the negaPart II.
tive.
Such,

I

understand,

was

the

manner

in

which such subjects were shown on the screen
on the occasion of a series of lantern services

held at the Crystal Palace about two years
ago by the Salvation Army.
The promoters of
such services were delighted with the success

which

attended

them,

but

which

was

to be

attributed in a great measure to the manner in
which such subjects were prepared for exhibition.
Another suggestion that I should like to
make in connection with the above is that many

of our favourite

hymns

should be tastefully

illustrated by means of carefully prepared photographic slides. A great many illustrations or
designs suitable for such a purpose may be
obtained from the works of the different
asters of painting, engraving, and sculpture,
and also from the booklets sold by stationers

at Christmas time, the new year, and such like
occasions. I may mention that I once saw a
very tastefully got-up booklet, illustrating the
well-known hymn “ Nearer my God to Thee,”
and such illustrations as those in it would have
afforded good subjects for preparing slides of
the character I have mentioned.
I have reason to think that a good many
lanternists would be glad to obtain such slides
to use in conducting lantern mission services,

especially that the best slides can now be
obtained on hire so cheaply.
One suggestion more.
In looking through
the volume of Academy pictures for last year,
published by the Pall Mall Gazette office, the
idea struck me that many of the Pictures therein
|

By A. M. Hiwpon.

Havine, in the former article, investigated the

action of a condenser and seen that its purpose
is twofold—firstly, to collect as many as pos-

sible of the rays emitted from the luminant:
and, secondly, to condense the rays thus
gathered up—we
have next to consider the
principle of the objective, or as it is often called,
the front lens: the lens which receives the rays
from the condenser, and enlarges them and
projects them on to the screen.
Practically, there is but one type of objective
—that known as the Petzval portrait combination. This form of lens is almost universally in
use nowadays for projective purposes.
It possesses considerable flatness of field, 7.e., the
picture is fairly sharp all over the screen, it
gives good definition
without
immoderate
stopping down, and, in fact, comes as near perfection as any lens well can do.
We may make a digression here to point out
that, owing to the very nature of spherical
lenses, absolutely perfect results are never
obtainable. The various'desideraga are more or
less antagonistic to one another; extreme perfection in any particular direction is only to be
gained by a sacrifice, to a certain extent, of
other necessary qualities. For instance, flatness of field may be obtained by introducing

stops into the objective tube, but this, of course,

entails a loss of light.

In a lantern objective
what is wanted is a good all-round average, and
not that it shall be corrected and perfected in
any one particular direction at the cost of

J.

&

R.

WHEELER’S

OLDFIELD,

i-pl., to full pl.

by John

DARLINGTON'S

My Travels in Egypt and Experiences on the Nile—150 Slides.
My Travels in Greece, Turkey and Asia Minor—100 Slides.
Across North Atrica—90 Slides.

Full Lists on Application,

NATURALIST

SERIES.

The Birds, Wild Flowers, Ferns, Mosses & Grasses of N. Wales,
By Ralph Darlington,

F.R.G.S., F.R.B.S.,

Full Lists and Press Opinions on

LLANGOLLEN:
LONDON!

R.

Pompei, Past and Present, and the Bay of Naples—80 Slides

F.R.H.S,

The Sights ot Rome—50 Slides.
Picturesque Italy :Past and Present—100 Slides.

Application.

DARLINGTON

& CO.

SUTTON, DROWLE &CO.; W.H.SMITH&
Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers,

& Oo., 46, King Street West, MANCHESTER,

OPTICAL
LANTERN
LECTURES,
By RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S.

Bartholomew,

Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston.

Crown 8v0.. Extensively Illustrated.

Order through the dealers, or send for Price List to

GEO. WHEELER

DARLINGTON'S HAND-BE0KS TO NORTH WALES
aps

LINES.

two on a page; Strongly bound, 4/-- Stout White Backing,
pure material; all sizes; 120 sheets, }-pl., @d.; i-pl., 1/-. boxed.
Also in large shcets.
Recording
Negative Envelopes.
Save time, trouble and money, and are reliable.
Boxed in 100's,

26, GEORGE ST., PARADE, BIRMINGHAM.
Wit

NEW

Printing Register, for developed pictures, cloth 1/-, postage,
iid.
Mancunium Mounts.
No pasting or trimming. In four
sizes, }-pl.,5 x 4; cab. and 4-pl. 3-pl.5/- per roo. Interchangeable Albums, to hold 144 lantern-slides size or Frena pictures.

Specialists in the manufacture of RUSSIAN IRON
and BEST BLACK OPTICAL LANTERNS, &c. Also
Photographic
DARK-ROOM
LAMPS
(absolutely
light-proof) and other Photographic Accessories.
To the
Trade
Only.

Prospectuses and Terms for Lectures this winter on Application.

SON,

R. DARLINGTON, Greenheys, Llangollen, North Wales.

FOCAL PLA NE. For extremely rapid
instantaneous speed from
vy to rou of a second

Largest

Sale.

Price from
35g.

OV

SNAP-SHOT
FOR
Instantaneous

-

Exyposuree.

Price from 10s._|

TIME

& INST.

et 6 aly MS

AN THEM
NA

Gives any exposure

from fractions of a second
minutes or hours.
Price from 18s. 6d.
Stereorcopic frorn 268.

The

up to

aches,est

tice

Thornton-Pickard

G.W. WILSON
THE

Wd. each or 6/6 per dozen. Lever Action Slides from 1/6
each. Rackwork Slides (including chromatropes) 2/6 each.
Best quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes
4/3: extra Discs from 6d. per pair. ‘ Lightning" double-carrier
Frames from 1/- each.
Slides for smal! lanterns from 5d. per
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post frec.

H.

ROYSTON,

Co,

U EXPOSED. :

=.

AFTER

EXPOSURE

CLARK,

Optictan,

HERTS.

| fe
|
|
|

& Co.,Ltd.

Will be glad to send post free, on receipt of address
their Lantern Slide Catalogue.

Optical Lanterng, with 4-in. Compound Condensers, and
Three-Wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-wick Lamps, 23/6; Handpainted Slides from 4d.: Splendidly coloured 31 x 32 Slides in
sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6.
Full-sized
Changing Comic
Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames,

Wbolesale

Manufacturing

| SSS
BEFORE EXPOSURE

Recorder. For fitting to the
Altrincham, near Manchester.
top of any dark slide. Prevents
Telegraphic and Postal Address :—
| two pictures being taken on one
Thornton-Pickard, Altrincham.’ : plate. Price 6d. each.

SPECIAL.

ROBERT

stand with Self-locking
|Joints is up to date.Price 17s. 6d.

3
a! nie

|

NEW

SETS

JUST

ISSUED.

or in active preparation, comprise amongst others :—
The Thelemarken
Route, Norway; Through
the
Bernese Oberland; The Cities of Sunny Italy; The
Italian Lakes: Genoa and Pisa to Malta and Sicily;
Mary, Queen of Scots; The Cathedrals of England
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other qualities almost equally valuable.
It
cannot be too forcibly insisted on, that the only
good projecting lenses are those which give
good results on the screen in actual practice.
In the accompanying diagram the usual form
of objective.is shown.
If the various lenses
are taken out for the purpose of cleaning them,
it is by no means a difficult matter to replace

the screen.

93.

On the other hand, if, as is gener-

ally the case, the size of the disc required
is
known beforehand, all that is needed

mine

to deter-

the position of the lantero is simply to

multiply

the

diameter

of the

disc

by 2, 8,

or 4, according to whether the 6, 9, or 12-inch
focus tube is being used. This method of com-

puting the relative distances and diameters was,
I believe, first introduced by Messrs. Noakes
& Son, of Greenwich, and it is a method
which will be found to be both practical and
convenient.

If, as
Fig.
1.

them in their wrong positions. Quite recently
I had an objective which gave very poor
results,

and on examination it was

the lens marked

A was reversed.

found that

A glance at

the figure will show that each of the three
lenses of which the objective is formed is placed
in the tube with its most convex surface outwards or away from the condenser.
A and C
are frequently referred to as the ‘‘ back com-

is frequently

the case,

the

novice

in

lantern matters
is the possessor of but a
single objective, its focal length is a matter of
considerable importance.
Although there are
well-known reasons, both technical and practical,
why a very short focus lens is apt to be unsatisfactory in its working, nevertheless most of
the commercial forms of lanterns are fitted
with objectives of 5 or 5% inch equivalent
focus.
The inexperienced lanternist usually
aims at producing as large a picture as possible,
and, of course, the dealers can but supply
objectives capabie of effecting this.
Bearing
in mind that the smaller the picture the better
-it is lighted and remembering that in every way
a smaller

disc is more

manageable

and

more

effective than a larger one, it will be found that
Between the
a lens of about 9-inch focus will be more
as the ‘front combination.”
magnifying lens A and the minifying lens C a_ serviceable and give better results than the
ordinary short focus lens. The shortest posring of metal Bis placed in order to keep these
an sible distance from the screen at which a lantern
An objective which gives
two lensesapart.
can be properly worked is, say, 20 feet; at
unevenly defined picture may sometimes be imthis distance a 9-inch objective will give a
proved by reducing the width of this ring and
bination,” and

D,

which

is a cemented

lens,

so bringing the glasses closer together—in fact,
it is always a wise plan, even with the most
expensive lenses, to ascertain by actual experiment that this ring.is of the most suitable
width.
Objectives of various foci mounted in tubes
can now be obtained, and as they will all fit
into the same jacket, they are thus interchangeable and very convenient.
A good serviceable battery of objective
tubes

is

equivalent

a set of three

focus

of 6, 9 and

respectively.

12

With

9-inch

will

Onarecent occasion,

inch

the screen is fixed, or for some reason cannot be

inclined forward at the top.
*
Lanternists are so well acquainted with the
fact that a large disc means loss of light, that
sometimes they are apt, unthinkingly, to sup-

pose that the illumination of the picture suffers
when the lantern is placed a long way off from
the screen.
In a dusty or foggy atmosphere no

doubt there is some additional loss of light, but
except in exceptional cases this loss is more
than counterbalanced by the fact that the
| luminant must necessarily be closer to the
the lantern and | condenser (see Fig. 2.), and that the angle of

give

a disc

of a

diameter equal to one-third of the distance
separating the two; while with the 12-inch
tube the diameter of the disc will be just onefourth of the distance between

for a room or small hall.

‘the writer, lecturing to an audience numbering
nearly one thousand, used an 8-foot disc with
perfect success; everybody in the hall being
able to see the pictures as well as could be
wished.
Another advantage gained by using a
long focus objective is that the further the
lantern is placed from the screen, the less it
will have to be tilted—a valuable quality where

these

lenses, discs of all sizes can be obtained, and
the necessary distances between the screen and
the lantern may be easily computed if it be
remembered that the 6-inch lens will always
give a picture the diameter of which will be
just half the distance between the lantern and
the’ screen ; the

7-foot picture, a size which is quite large enough
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light included will consequently be greater ; 30
that in practice it will be found that the brilliancy of a certain sized picture will be the
same, whether projected from a short distance
by an objective of 6-inch focus, or from a long
distance by one of 12-inch focal length. By
the use of a long focus lens, not only are good
definition and flatness of field secured—short
focus objectives often fail in these two particulars—but also the lantern will be less in the
way of. those who are to view the screen.
Quite as important as the focus of an ob-

screen the whole cone of light coming from the
condenser.

If, on the other

hand, the

focus

of the objective demands that it shall be brought
nearer
greater

the condenser, where the cone is of
diameter, it will result that,
unless

the back combination is quite as wide as the
cone where the two meet, light will certainly
be wasted.
The smallest diameter objective
in general use is one of about 14 inches, and with

some condensers this answers well enough.
With a good condenser, a short front cone is
generally sharp and well-defined, and the rays
of light are condensed to a point of insignificant
size, but as the length of the front cone is
extended (by bringing the lime nearer the condenser) the apex of the cone becomes increased
in size and less sharply defined.
In many
cases owing to the imperfection of the condenser and consequent straggling of the rays, it
will be found that the diameter of the cone at

jective is the question as to what is the most
suitable diameter for the various lenses of which
it is formed. Upon this point experienced
lanternists are most frequently ranged into two
parties, the one advocating the use of objectives
fitted with large diameter lenses, the other
side defending the adoption of smaller lenses.
As usual, ‘something in favour of both arguments
can be advanced, but from the very nature of
even its narrowest part is more than 1} inches,
things it is impossible to say that either side is and that consequently either a larger diameter
entirely in the right or wrong.
The obvious
lens must be used or else a different condenser,
drawbacks to large diameter lenses are their
capable of reducing the cone to a smaller point,
increased weight and expensiveness.
Large
must be substituted. The writer finds a Jens
lenses are, of course, very heavy, and all their
of 2 inches in diameter a practical and servicefittings and accessories must be more massive able size for objectives of 5 to 10 inch focus.
and weighty too ; also, a slight increase in the
If the whole of the front cone cannot be condiameter of a lens greatly augments its cost.
densed into a lens of this size, it is not because °
Under these circumstances there is a natural
the objective is too small, but rather because
desire to reduce the size of objectives as far as
the posterior element”of the condenser is of
possible, but reduction in this direction is unsiitable focus. In some of the newest and —
limited by the fact that, beyond a certain point,
most improved forms of condensers, each glass is
lessening the diameter means a loss of valuable
easily removable, sothat condensing lenses of foci
light on the screen. Now this certain point is suitable to the particular objective in use can be
is by no means a fixed one, but alters with
quickly added.
This of course is a refinement,
varying circumstances; hence the diversity of
desirable indeed, but still needed only for
opinion on the matter.
special work; the beginner may rest satisfied
In the former article, when referring to
that excellent results may be obtained with the
Figure
II., it was mentioned that the point at ; Ordinary 4 inch plano-convex condenser and
4
which the rays cross, at A‘ or at B/, is approxi- | 2 inch diameter objectives of 5 to 10 inch foci.
mately the position occupied by the objective.
Recently objectives have been constructed
This, however, is only partly true, because in
with the back combination largerin diameter
than the front combination.
With short focus
lenses this is an advantage, as it allows the

objective to be brought nearer

if necessary,
7

.

_

Fig.2.

this case, as with every other matter connected
with the optics of a lantern, there are several

and,

moreover,

the condenser,

it does not add

much to the weight of the fittings, etc. With
lenses of long focal length it is often essential
that the front combination shall be no smaller

than the back, or else light may be lost on the
interior of the tube or mountings.
|
For objectives of very long focus, 7.e., from 10
possible to alter one without necessitating reto 15 inches, the Petzval portrait combination
adjustment of the others.
If the objective lens
is unnecessary, for good single lenses are quite
could always be placed at the point A’, it is capable of giving excellent results, and they
obvious that a small diameter lens would be
combine the necessary qualities of cheapness
capable of seizing and transmitting on to the
and lightness. That a single lens (which, of
factors to be
relation which

considered, and owing to the
exists between them, it is im-
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With regard to objectives, the ordinary porcourse, does not consist of a single glass, but is
type is capable of giving the best results,
trait
|
good
a
give
will
always compound in structure)
the matter of diameter two inches will
in
and
image can be easily proved by unscrewing the
Long focus objectives
sufficient.
found
be
7.c.,
reversed,
it
placing
and
on
front combinati
preference to those of
in
used
be
always
should
with its fattest side towards the screen, in the
those lanternists who
and
length,
focal
shorter
combinaback
the
by
occupied
properly
position
only one lens will do
in
investing
ate
contempl
focus
long
tion. In this position it acts as a
of 9 inch equivalent
one
purchase
to
well
system
g
condensin
suitable
a
with
and
lens,
focus, which will work at three times the
gives satisfactory results.
diameter of the disc required from the screen.
It is hardly necessary to add that the finest
Lastly, although good lenses are usually well
parts
various
the
if
optical system is imperfect
mounted, so that the skill and care evidenced
are not mounted parallel to one another. Not
by the brass work is often a criterion of their
throw
will
lenses
the
of
weight
the
unfrequently
that
qualities, still it must be remembered
a
some part of the lantern body out of “ truth,”
determine whether
can
trial
actual
but
nothing
dark
a
by
indicated
generally
affairs
of
state
patch on the screen, and which no centring of they are good, bad or indifferent.
10:
the light will remove.
As these remarks concerning the optics of the
Lantern Exhibitions in Summer.
lantern have grown somewhat disconnected,
the
briefly
up
sum
to
well
be
perhaps it will
substance of them, and also to add a few words

concerning the choice and care of lantern lenses.
It must not be forgotten that although the !

By

C. Goopwin

Norton.

Tae lantern season being by many considered
as ended, most lanternists put away their apparatus until next August, evidently not being
aware that it is just as easy to give an exhibition
out of doors during the summer months as in a
‘hall or schoolroom in the winter; the only
things to be reckoned with being wind and rain.
and bi-convex type, though the ordinary plano- |
Those who give garden parties, or get up fétes,
convex is but very little inferior. Whatever the
have no idea how much superior a good lantern
form, the lenses must he made of thoroughly
exhibition is to a grand display of fireworks;
annealed, colourless glass, and, as an additional
the latter consisting of a great amount of noise
safeguard against breakage, the lens nearest the
blinding colour from the ‘Bengal lights,”
and
must
, and

opinions here advanced are based on the
writer's own experience and investigations, it
is impossible to lay down hard and fast laws
concerning a subject in which conditions vary
so much.
The best form for a condenser is the miniscus

luminant must be as thin as allowable

be loosely mounted in order that it may have
room to expand when heated. Even the cheapest form of condensers will rarely break if they
are allowed to heat up gradually and are
A perforation in
sheltered fromcold draughts.

the metal of the mount to prevent ‘‘ steaming ”’
is quite unnecessary, either in theory or practice. Great care must be taken to prevent the
surfaces getting scratched or marked in any
way ;especially is this the case with the lens
nearest the luminant.
In the matter of size a diameter of 4 inches
will be found the most serviceable: on the
one

hand, a condenser

smailer

than

this will

not always cover the whole aperture of a slide;
on the other, a condenser of over 4 inches means

extra weight and cost, and for ordinary work an
undesirable increase.of focal length.
A movable carrier-stage which will permit
the slide being placed in the particular part of
the cone

where

it will receive, without waste,

the whole of the rays coming from the condenser is a very useful addition to the lantern.

“Sqiubs,” and ‘Roman Candles,” not to mention

the inconvenience of a stiff neck the next day

from the severe strain necessitated by the vertical direction of the rockets. But outdoor lantern exhibitions, to be a success, require some
care in getting up. If the party is small, good
results can be obtained with an oil-lit lantern.
Of course, it would be much better to use the
blow-through or mixed jets if possible.
To begin with the chief difficulty first—the
screen and its fixing. The size of this should depend upon where it canbe placed, the power of
the light used, and also in some measure upon
For a
the amount of wind to be expected.
8 or
than
larger
be
not
should
it
lamp
4-wick
9 feet: blow-through jet, 10 to 12 feet; mixed
The actual
jet up to 20 feet in diameter.
picture in each case would be 1 or 2 feet less.
If possible, it is advisable to take a general
survey of the ground to select the best position
for the screen and make arrangements for
hanging it. As regards the wind, light from the
moon, etc., information

as to the latter can be
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obtained from any almanag, which will give
the ! advantage over a single one. In the matter of
time of rising, and in what part of the sky
it effects, it is the custom to decry these, especially
may reasonably be expected at a given date
at camera clubs, where to show a coloured
and hour. In the case of a small screen it
can
photograph means little less than immediate
be suspended from a frame and guyed down
to
expulsion, the members apparently forgetting
the ground by means of four ropes secured
to
that everyone is not an art critic, and that the
tent pegs.
; general public: care little or nothing about
Lavternists living in the country can easily
photographic art, and prefer pictures coloured
procuieé-poles and get them fixed in the ground
,
Something like: nature to a series of monowith a bail across the top to keep them steady
tints, which is certainly not natural even
and the proper distance apart in the same man-

a typical programme from
the prospectus of a well-known exhibitor—

quate supports, but the best of all is the side
of a building, if there is no objection to tempo- |
rarily covering up the window.
In this case the
top of the sheet should be fixed to a long lath
or pole, like a blind, and pulled up from the top

window or roof to the proper height, and the
bottom corners secured by ropes to anvthing
available.
If the frontage of the building
is

smaller

than

the

screen,

there

is

if it

is artistic.
To quote

ner as a football goal, which could be utilize
d
for the purpose, or as thisisseldom high enough
,
longer poles can be lashed to them, care being
taken to properly guy them down.
Sometimes,
two trees, conveniently placed,
form ade.

no

fear of the wind getting behind it.
‘The
best kind of screen to use is that made
from strong sail-cloth, and whitewashed,
or
a rick - cloth or other large canvas could
be
used.
Tarpaulin or oil-cloth, by itself, will not

the

Curtain.
Some well-known views of places near the Exhibition.
(These are generally easy to procure).
Portraits

of

Celebrated’

Statesmen.

(Politics,

except

at a political gathering, should be of course avoided by
showing members of all parties.)
Effect set of the emigrant ship.
Plain photos of interesting or well-known places.
A few comic pictures (nct including the man swallowing rats) or lithographic comic slips.
Statuary (plain and tinted).
The soldier's dream.
Effect set, a house

on fire.

A few more

pictures.

Hffect

comic

set, beautiful

Venice.

Animals from the Zoo.
To conclude with comic pictures.
God save the Queen. Good-night.

The above would include about a hundred
pictures, and take about an hour to get through,
do, because the oil always comes through the
which is generally considered to be long enough,
whitewash in dirty yellow stains, but they can
| when it is remembered that a start cannot
be used to form a backing for the ordinary linen
well be made much before 9 p.m.
Screen.
To prevent the screen from being
swayed in the wind, it can be laced down
——10:——
the

sides

to the poles, and, as an

additional

|

security, pieces of copper wire can be strained
from
the
top corners
to the opposite .
bottom corners, forming a cross on each side. |

These

are

not

seen

when

the

pictures

are

|

Architectural Subjects in the
Lantern,
By

Duncan

Moore.

projected, unless when showing through the
screen.
Tbe lantern should be protected from
Few, if any subjects have so good an effect on
the weather, the best plan being to place it in
the lantern screen as those of an architectural
an ordinary covered van; it is then out of the | characte
r, for the reason they cannot be groway. of everybody and can be moved to and fro
tesquely exaggerated, and have also a realistic
without difficulty.
appearance, absent in other pictures, in fact, the ~
The objectives should be of as long a focus as
greater amplification
the better, for it is
possible, as the field will then be more likely to
unlikely that even then they will approach. realbe flat, and the registration will be better if two
ity in dimensions unless, it may be some detail of
or more lanterns are used; the lanterns being
architectural ornamentation.
The view of a
placed further back leaves more room for the
thoroughly good interior is a sight to be remernsightseers to promenade, as it is not to be
bered. For some reason or other, purely archiexpected that they will sit still as at an indoor | tectural
subjects do not form anything like so
exhibition.
large a proportion of our slides as their eminent
Suitable subjects are not easy to select, as
suitability would indicate they should do.
Is it
success depends upon the pictures themselves,
because a successful subject of this kind requires
and not upon the oratorical power of a lecturer,
rather more than the haphazard style of working
and here a double or triple lantern has a decided ' unfortunately
too prevalent, and that a little

Vil-
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extra care and circumspection is considered
unnecessary trouble?
It is to be hoped not.
The real difficulties attending this sort of
work are not many and amply repay for the
extra care bestowed on it,
We may class
architectural subjects for the lantern under
three

heads,

viz:—General

Street

Views,

Ecclesiastic and Domestic.
Tre Street VIEW
Offers great variety and interest, suitable figures
can be so easily included, and yet allow the architectural portions to form the chief points of
attraction.
There are certain and special difficuties in the way of getting satisfactory pictures,
but none
that patience and perseverance
will

not

overcome,

the

chief

is traffic,

and

next dust and smoke. With the first, a good deal
of skill has to be exercised to dodge satisfactorily,
and with
the
latter
a
close
_observance

of

climatic

conditions,

added

to

a

fair
infusion
of patience
will
usually
suffice.
When
a
window
is _ available
in the right position, well overlooking the
traffic,

sacrifice
which

it should

of

the

be

secured,

composition

should .not

be

too

but

not

at the

of the

picture,

high up.

Really,

a view taken on the level has a_ better
effect than froma more elevated stand-point,
because we are more accustomed to see it from
this height. The elevation from which a view is
taken has more influence on the character of
the composition that than appears at first sight.
The higher we get the more we look on the
surfaces
that
at a lower
elevation
are
invisable, therefore, in taking a photograph from
an unusual height, we have a representation of
things we rarely see: never, in fact, unless we
view it from the same height.
Suppose we
have secured a suitable coign of vantage for our
operations; the next thing is to get the most
effective light and shade.
Strong unclouded
sunshine is not the best, as the cast shadows
are too black and their contrast with the sunlighted portions too abrupt for a pleasant effect,
which is painfully conspicuous when the attention is directed to it. ‘Ihe best light is when
there are plenty of white or light clouds about,
which

act

as reflectors, and soften the harsh-

ness of the contrasts.
the light is from one

The best direction for
side, rather behind the

camera, but the precise angle
must be
chosen according to the effect on the buildings
that have to be photographed. Itis only for some
rare effect that a street view will look well with
the sun directly in front; evening effects may
be well rendered under these circumstances but
several important conditions must be observed.
There

must

be

no

dust

or

smoke

about,

the sun begins to
as ever
for as soon
camera every little
the
of
shine in front
it
floating particle reflects the light till
disg
nothin
see
we
and
baze,
true
a
becomes
tinctly.

The

shadows,

instead

of being

crisp

and bright become dull and fiat, and many
objects seen when lighted from another direction
This ; haziness 1s
are altogether invisible.
with the sun
present
less
or
always more
in front,

and

in

street

views,

more

than

in other subjects, where there is little or no
traffic. Smoke again is a source of trouble ; when
there is little or no breeze, it hangs about and
interferes a great deal with the production of
good clear negatives, showing much more on
them than it does in nature. The worst time
to photograph street views is early in the day,
in
when people are lighting up their fires, and
summer the best is often before they do. Of
course, if shops are represented, we must walt
till they are opened and their goods displayed,
then about eleven o'clock in the morning 1s &
favourable time, providing other conditions are
If we watch the traffic we shall see
suitable,
objects come into view that will add to or
detract from its composition or artistic effect.
Our time for making the exposure is when
circumstances have arranged matters in the
The shadowed side
most favourable positions.
improved by the
much
of a street is often
,
presence of a cart or van with white _ horses
such
of
n
positio
the
attire,
light
in
gers
or passen
ly
should not interfere with or hide any special
not
best
is
It
.
ecture
archit
the
of
n
portio
good
to have any figures very near the camera, for if
they move or are not quite to one’s taste, their
position makes therm much more conspicuous
in the fore-ground. There might be nothing
objectionable, when at a little distance, from an

artist’s point of view. Rows of people standing
in a line is another objectionable feature, espectKnots
ally when they are pretty much alike.
of women and children, tall and short people,
Hand-carts, wheel-barrows, ¢ id
give variety.
genus omne, are often of great pictorial value. If
the exposure required is not instantaneous, it is
better that it should be some seconds, as a time

exposure is almost

always to be preferred for

architecture to the fractional part of a second,

White
a better quality negative resulting.
dresses, hats, aprons, &c., impress the plate more
rapidly than more sombre hues; any such
should be watched so that they do not come
into the picture in a wrong place and necessitate a lot of stopping out afterwards.

Vans with light covers are generallay &
nuisance, their form is not picturesque, and
is generally
they make
the light patch
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objectionable.
Any object crossing the field of
view is worse to deal with than if it advanced
or retired,
when a little want of sharpness is not very noticeable.
In choosing a
street view, the greater the diversity of outline
the better, and if a tower or steeple is conspicuous in the mid distance it is a decided improvement.

The shadows of buildings
studying, as they give most

are well worth
effectual help to

artistic results.

An architect always considers

them;

in fact

the effect of cast shadows, as much of the
appearance
of the construction depends on

they

are

the designs, and an

part

important

and

parcel

of

factor in them ;

therefore, in choosing the time of day for taking
the photographs, select that, when cast shadows
are in the greatest perfection, when beauties of
construction are enhanced, and imperfections
least conspicuous. The whole character of a street
scene is dependent on the manner the cast
shadows are disposed. In many places where
no window is available, it is simply impossible
to get a good picture from the ground unless
protected from the general traffic—some coign
of vantage from the maddening crowd.
A covered four-wheel van, with a small opening at the back, supplies a capital place, where
you can work unsuspected and unseen.
With
regard to the shape of the view, generally the
oblong landscape form is preferable, but with
narrow streets and high houses the upright
form is to be preferred.
A pitfall in many
street views is a wide unoccupied space of roadway, which looks bad enough in small pictures,
but is simply abominable on the screen. If no
protection can be had and the view has to be
taken

from

amongst

the

traffic,

it is best to

attract little notice as possible by getting the
camera fixed and focussed in some bye street or
gateway, and, having ascertained, by the use of
a view meter, the position to be occupied, choose
your

time

quickly

when

the

coast

is clear,

adjust the picture on the ground glass, insert
the dark slide and make the exposure, and then
get into some quiet corner quickly as possible
and prepare for the next.
If much time is
spent in adjustinent, focussing, &c., in full view

of the people, there will soon a crowd collect,
and, as a matter of course, get in the way, and

perhaps render all your trouble abortive, besides

considerably ruffling the temper and evoking
some emphatic big D’s.
With a crowd argument is simply thrown away.
EccursiasticaL

Offer

the most

whether ‘in

beautiful

detail

or

SuBJECTS

and

general

varied

views.

effects,

Our

cathedrals, abbeys and churches form simply
inexhaustible sources of supply for the most
interesting and effective pictures possible to
project on the screen, offering unlimited scope for
pictorial treatment, and owing to their position,
eolour and texture, if we may so express it, are
peculiarly suitable for camera reproductions.
With regard to cathedrals and churches, they
almost invariably stand east and west, the
chancel end being the east end. ‘his affords a
key to the time of day suitable for photographing
any portion.
In the morning we begin by
taking those photographs requiring the camera
pointed to the west; later on we turn round
and pay our attention to the east end, when
the sun has begun to shine in at the south
windows.
If we reversed this proceeding, we
should have a blaze of light in front, and any
detail in the windows would be hopelessly

blurred and indistinct; even when the glass is
deeply stained there are sure to be some small

portions of white or blue tint that would make
the representation imperfect by little patches of
halation if the sun is shining directly on it.
So we avoid this trouble by choosing the proper
time of day. If it happens the windows are of
white glass, and come into the picture, the
greatest care is required to avoid blurring
Sometimes the best results cannot be obtained
without -hanging a sheet over the ‘outside to
reduce the light; if this cannot be done, a dull
overcast day should be chosen, and the time
late in the afternoon. Do not make the exposure
when patches of sunshine fall on walls and
floors, etc., as these patches invariably come
out deficient in detail, and very dense in comparison with the rest of the subject ; they are
objectionable on a small scale, but very much
A wait of half-an-hour
more so on the screen.
will often avoid this trouble ; at the same time,

the better the light, the more satisfactory the
result.
Judgement
must
in
be exercised
choosing the most suitable for the place, as it
varies greatly, and is generally determined by
the colour of the windows or trees outside.
The most popular representations of a church
or cathedral interior are views looking each
way, shewing the full extent of the building,
and nearer, views of the chancel, of the reredos,

pulpits and fonts, rich carvings,
and any unusual features in the
building. Outside, general views
building in its entirety, and views

monuments,
design of the
shewing the
shewing the
Doorways freprincipal features in detail.
quently make very attractive pictures.
The
west front is generally the most important
outside view. The decorations are often very
elaborate

and beautiful,

as

witness

those

of
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Wells and Exeter cathedrals.
In most ancient
buildings various styles of architecture are to be
found, which have been added century after
century, according to the style prevailing at
the period, from the Norman
Qur architects

to the

Victorian.

be properly rendered and add considerably to
the pictorial effect. ‘The artistic disposal of the
furniture, &c., requires a certain amount of
practice, straight lines of furniture and fittings
may be varied and improved by leaninga picture

happily

or portfolio against them, or anything else whose

in conformity with

vailing:ones. The straight linesofa window recess

have, of recent

years,

lines are in contrast and opposition to the pre-

observed the fitness of. things by making their
restorations

and

additions

may often be bettered by the device. The predominating idea in making pictures of domestic
interiors should be to give the places an occupied
appearance, and not that of furniture showWhatever you do, do not crowd the
rooms.
furniture, but leave plenty of room to move

the original style of the building, and not trying
to improve on it by incongruous work.
The
Puritan and Georgian eras were pre-eminently
destructive of beauty, and
much splendid
workmanship has been hidden by coats of
plaster and whitewash.
Photographs of such
restorations are always acceptable to those—and
they are many—who delight in antiquarian
research.

The

carvings,

exterior, especially
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both

of screens,

interior

about

in.

On the screen too little is infinitely

better than too much.

and

——:0:——

bosses, finials,

Enlarging by Daylight.*

miserere seats, etc., either wholly or in part, are

well worth the trouble incurred.
Many semiBy H. C. R. HARLEY.
Compinep
ruinous abbeys and priories supply an unlimited |
number of studies.
Quaint doorways and
En arcina is one of the most fascinating and
steps, old stonework, partially hidden with ivy ; interesting branches of photography.
It is,
picturesque nooks and corners, look exceedingly
This
' moreover, by no means, difficult work.
well on the screen.
Old moated houses are
negaevery
from
that
mean
however,
not,
does,
another prolific source of picture supply. Old
can be
tive one possesses a good enlargement
bridges, with their reflections in the water, are '
made; but many negatives which are thin from
not to be despised ; taking them, shewing a little
perhaps over-exposure or other causes, yet sharp
generally of the view beyond under the arches, is
and full of detail, will zive excellent enlargebetter than limiting the view to the bridge itsélf.
ments on bromide paper, although they may be
of no use for printing on albumenized paper.
DomEstic ARCHITECTURE
The introduction of bromide paper for enIs best exemplified by interiors ; many a plain
larging has, within the last few years, opened up
looking building outside may contain exceedingly
a comparatively new field of enterprise for the
pretty arrangements of rooms within ; staircases,
amateur photographer. This is due in a great
corridors and conservatories, make very telling
measure to the simplicity of the process, and
effects, provided they are judiciously chosen.
the permanent character of the results obtained
Such subjects are available to most amateurs
by it.
without much seeking.
In photographing the
yO the two methods of enlarging, viz., by dayinterior a room, see that the furniture, &c., is not
light and by artificial light, the former only
to close to the lens ; wide angle lenses are generis here treated of, as being easily worked and
ally preferred, near objects, in consequence, being

presenting but few difficulties, and the

exaggerated in size, and objects at the sides of
the view apparently distorted, circular objects
being represented oblong. Bearing this effect in

process

here given is the one which has been successfully
followed

by the compiler

of this article, who

gained his knowledge by consulting several
view, accessories should be so arranged that the
periodicals, annuals, and works on photography. :
effect is minimized as much as possible. . A lens
The, principle upon which enlargements ;are
of the longest focus possible, that will’ include | made is briefly as follows :—
the desired amount of subject should be chosen |
Rays of light are transmitted through a negain preference to another of a wider angle, as this
tive, an image of which is projected for a certain
distortion is very offensive in the enlarged
length of time on a sheet of sensitized paper by
projection, white or very light coloured drapery,
means of a lens placed in the path of the rays,
antimacassars, &c., on furnitureis best removed.

| and then developed, fixed, washed, etc.

If windows come into the picturethe effect maybe
The first essential in making an enlargement
often improved by covering them on the outside
is to secure a room to work in, which, if possible,
with a sheet during the principal time of exposure
should face the north, and have a window or
and removing it for a second or so at the end. |

Outdoor

objects seen

through them will then

|

* Journal of the Photographic Society of India.
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Opening on that side; the next thing is a table,
which should be about eight feet in length, and
a little wider than the largest picture which may
be required.
This table should be of such a

ground-glass

12in.

by 10in. in size, and on

the inner side, leaving a space

of.four or five
inches from the ground-glass, an arrangement
for carriers to fit from the largest to the smallest
size negative to be used.
The negative to be enlarged should be well
defined and full of detail, with sharp definition,
aod with a slight tendency to thinness; fix this
in the carrier in the window with the film side
Then take
towards the lens and upside down.
your camera (I use the one with which the
was taken), and taking out the focussnegative:
ing glass, push it up as near as possible to the
negative, the lens pointing to the easel, and shut
out carefully all light at the junction of the
camera back and window;

height that the centre of the negative, when
placed in position in the window, and the axis of
the lens of the camera

on the table, are

ina

line. The table should have at its end furthest
from the window an easel attached, to which is
fixed the sensitive paper on which the enlargement is to be made.
The table used by me is in two pieces, and the
focussing is first performed by sliding in, or pulling out, the front part of the table, and finally
by the milled headed screw of the lens. But
should the table be in one piece, it should have

and

having decided

on the size of the enlargement, tix your lens and
easel in position in accordance with the following formule, viz., multiply focus of lens by one
more than the number of times of enlargement
required. This will give the distance from lens
to enlargement ; then divide the product by the
number of times the negative is to be enlarged ;
this will give the distance from lens to negative.
For instance, suppose you are working with a
lens of 12in. focus and wish to enlarge your
negative four times, then 12 x 50 -: 60, or 60 in.

is the distance of lens from enlargement or easel,
and 60 + 4-=15,

that is, 15 in. is the distance

from the lens to negative.
Now focus sharply
window, and for a |; and accurately the imagé
thrown
first on a sheet
length of two feet or so, a slot cut in its middle,
of white paper pinned to the easel and see that
to enable the easel to traverse backwards or forit is evenly and well illuminated ; then cap your
wards ; to the easel a clamping screw should be
lens, insert the necessary stop, substitute a
attached, so that when the required adjustment
sheet of bromide paper for the white, uncap and
has been made, it may be clamped tight and
expose.
kept in that position; as a further precaution,
To ascertain the correct exposure, expose and
two strips of wood should be fixed at either side
develop
a small strip of bromide paper on that
of the table, which will prevent any movement
part of the picture containing the greatest conof the easel. The sketch
at its end furthest from the

above shows the table

both as a sliding one, and, in the

event

of its

being in one piece, the slot and slide pieces as
recommended.
The focussing should be first done on a sheet
of white paper fixed to the easel, a sheet of
‘bromide paper being afterwards substituted for
it. As the negative to be evlarged should be
well and equally lighted, it is necessary to have
for this purpose a reflector on the outside large
enough to illuminate the negative thoroughly,
and which can be of white cardboard or a mirror
glass fixed at an angle of 45°, and controlled
from the inside by a string. As no light but
that which passes through the negative should
enter the dark room, it is necessary to close the
whole of the window effectually except a portion
‘which should contain a frame.
This frame
should have on the outer side a groove for
a

trasts ; do this a few times, +ill correct exposure

has been attained, and regulate subsequent
exposures from that negative by the result.
Should it be desired to vignette an enlargement, cut a suitable aperture in cardboard and
allow the rays to pass through it, moving the
card to and fro between the easel and lens
dttring the exposure.
Alpha paper may also be used for enlarging,
and yields prints of very pleasing tones, either
with or without toning, to develop which the
instructions sent out with the paper, if followed,
will give excellent results.
Several developing
formule are given at the end of this paper, all
of which are well and highly recommended.
The paper after exposure and before development should be soaked in water till quite limp;
the water is then thrown off, and the developer
poured over it. Should the exposure have been
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AMIDOL HAUFF|ext) GLYCIN-HAUFF
A One-Solution

Developer,

A 1 Developer for Copying and
Process Work ; can be used to develop
Plates in batches where exposure has
been much varied, merely allowing
sufficient time to obtain
the best

unsur-

. passed for Energy, Simplicity,

Clean-

liness, and Economy.

results.

Price

in Powder,

In Cartridges,
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of 6.

truly be called an Automatic Developer.

Price

METOL- HAUFF

in Powder;

A Two
Solution
Developer,
destined to speedily
supersede Pyro.
Our advice to all is to verify this
statement by giving it a fair
trial.
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Cartridges,
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box
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doors enable it to be used without in any way
disturbing its position, for the box or boxes will
stand up behind the lantern with perfect safety.

correct, the picture will appear in a minute or so

and gradually gain density
the image is well out, pour
into a separate vessel for use
washing flood the print with

and detail. After
off the developer
again, and without
the cleansing solu-

For twenty foot cylinders, two are put in the one
box with a partition between.

tion; let it soak for, say, a minute, then throw

it away and repeat the dose a couple of times.
The picture should now be well washed and
fixed in the usual way. The object of the clearing solution is to prevent the precipitation of
the iron in the oxalate of potash and iron developer on the film of the paper, and this can
only be done by keeping the paper acid whilst
washing out the developer |
Should the picture have been over-exposed it
will flash up quickly under the action of the
developer, which should in that case be instantly
poured off, and more bromide added to it and

oO

WHEELFR'S PrintiInG
REGISTER
contains cxplicit
instructions respecting the production of bromide and
developed pictures, and several useful photographic
hints.
The main purpose, however, is to provide &
register wherein particulars may he written under the
following’ heads:—No. of negative; subject; sizo of
plate; illumination and distance;
exposure
given;
extra local exposure given to sky, &c.; paper or plate,

developed; results or notes for future guidance.
This
register is cloth bound, and is published by Geo. Wheeler
| and Co., 46, King-street West, Manchester, at ls.

the development continued. The image on a
correctly exposed print should appear gradually,
and should never stop appearing ; and provided
that details keep on appearing, they cannot
come up too gradually provided they follow each

other steadily.
(To be continued.}
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Cylinder

Box.

to some

remarks

reference

in last issue

respecting cases for gas cylinders,

Mr. James

W. Garbutt, of 10, Edinburgh Grove, Upper
Armley, Leeds, sends us the following particulars of a case he has had

in use

for some time

:

past, and which he explains he finds convenient
not only asa

case, but also admirable for a stand,

as the cylinder can be used without being |
D and B are two |
removed from its case.
hinged doors, their hinges being at A and C,
both doors or lids

being

secured

by

means of a padlock
and staple, so that
the one lock fastens
both doors. Cushions
formed
of leather,
stuffed with horse-

hair, are placed at
the respective places
marked E, so that
the cylinder has no
shake whatever when

closed

as

at

Tig.

1,
whilst
Fig. 2
shows the box open
for use. Mr. Garbutt
uses
the
Manchester
that
he
explains
cylinders which turn on from the top and have

the regulator

Table.

Editorial

aftixed at the side, and the two

Proto axnp Lanrern Lensts.—The new catalogue of
W. Wray, of North Hill, Highgate, N., is to hand.
Rapid rectilmear, wide angle landscape, casket, lantern,
and other lenses are included in those manufactured by
this firm, which has a world-wide reputation for making
everything of the best quality.
DeveLorinc Souio Parer.—This new paper, introducod by the Eastman Photo Materials Co. (Ltd.), is
printed to a fraction of the depth required for the regular
toning process. The following instructions are issued for
the guidance of users:—The print ought to show faint
detail in all but high lights.
Immerse the dry print
directly in the developer until print shows all the detail
and about half the strength required in a finished print;
this will take ten to thirty minutes.
Solution No. 1.
Hydrochinon
3 ounce (avd.)
Sulphite soda
xa
Potassinm bromide..

Ammonium

Water...

oe
ee
ee

bromide

8

oy
er

is
”

2

ys

‘3

.

or
.. 64
4, (4 gal.)
Solution No. 2.
Caustic soda
} ounce (avd).
Water..
a
oe
.. 16
,, (1 pint).
Solution

No, 3.

Tannic acid ..

8 grains.

Water. .
es
ai
1 ounce.
To Develop ten or twelve prints take
No.1 ..
we
we
..
5 ounces.

No.2
No.3

..
..

.
we

1 ounce. J
1 dram.

| The print will, when first put in the developer, fade away

to a pale yellow; then will slowly develop up to 4 point
showing about as much detail and about one-half the
strength asa finished print, remaining yellow, however.
If the developer works too fast, dilute with water. As fast
as developed

throw prints

a solution of acetic acid,

into

three drams per gallon of water.
frequent

changes

of running

Wash

water.

five minutes

then

in

tone in com-

bined bath as usual. No extra fixing. -A little extra
care should be exercised in putting Solio intended for
development into the printing frames and taking it
therefrom.
It should be done by subdued daylight. If
the prints continue to develop in the toning bath, too
much alkali (solution No. 2) has been used in the
developer.
The prints will appear to strengthen by
reason of the change of colour in toning, but they ought
not to increase in detail. The exact point to which the
| printing is cariied does not seem to make very much
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difference; so long as the print is under-printed, it can
be brought up by the developer.
Development is best
done by ordinary lamplight without a yellow shade.
Prints made by the above process are rather more
brilliant than those fully printed out.
More sulphite in
No. 1 tends to make softer prints.
Solution No. 3
requires a drop of carbolic

indefinitely.
gelatine,

Bros.,

The tannic acid is used only to harden the
of Liverpool,

90 pp. catalogue

contains

of

a complete list of

lenses and apparatus stocked by this firm.
We observe
that a special feature is made of the « Optic "' and
«‘ Panso '’ Hand Cameras.

Buair's InLustRaTED CaTALOGUE.—One seldom sees a
more artistic catalogue than that issued by the European
Biair Camera Co. (Ltd.), 9, Southampton-street, High
Holborn, W.C. It is printed on thick surface paper,
with large margin, the illustrations being clearly cut, and
well printed. A short chapter is devoted to photography
as a pastime, and interesting descriptions of the Blair
cameras (Hawk eye and Kameret) are given with numerous illustrations. The body of the work does not contain
a list of prices at every turn, these being reserved fora
Separate page at the end. The whole arrangement of the
catalogue fits it for a position on a parlour table if

necessary.
VELox

DeEvELOPpER.—This

new

developer

has

been

introduced by Messrs. Cadett and Neall, of plate fame.
It is put up in convenient form, and the following special
advantages are claimed for it :—(1) Extreme rapidity,
making it ‘par excellence’'; the devoloper for shutter
exposure and portraiture.
(2) Quick action,—Normal
negatives are developed in thirty or forty seconds.
(3)
Adaptibility.—It can be easily modified to suit over, as
well as under, exposed negatives, and to give thin and
delicate images, or dense and brilliant ones. (4) Good

colour of the deposit suitable to the retoucher's pencil.
(5) Solubility.—Solution is very quickly effected. (6)
Portability.—The method of preparation enables great
concentration.
(7) Great keeping powers.

Patent

Re

ASKEW

acid if it is desired to keep

Woop Bros,’ CaTatocur.— The

Wood,

Correspondence.

—-.0:—_

Intelligence.
For further infor-

BOX.

To the Editor.

Srz,—Messrs. Sharp and Hitchmough and myself are
at one in our intention not to “carry on alot of correspondence.”
I will be as brief as possible in my reply to their letter,
which, for dissecting purposes, I will divide into six parte.
(1) These letters (quoted) “are the whole of the
correspondence,” etc.

(2) ‘We would ask Mr. Askew if he considers he

is entitled to the honour of inventing atripod for the
use of the lantern ? "

(3) ‘ Also
& McKellan
(4) “The
tion of the

to the revolving of the lantern-box with
turn-table ? '’
chief thing claimed is that by the elevatilting-board it creates a better draught

for the lamp.”

(5) “ Fifteen years ago the Sciopticon Company
introduced a lantern-box with let-down sides... ..
Mr. W. 1. Chadwick made a similar case for the
Manchester Photographic Society... .. Mr. Askew,
and not us, is the copyist.””
(6) ‘‘ We very much doubt if any of them" (my
nine claims) ‘“‘ are worth the paper they are written
upon."'

To which I reply :
(1), Having shifted my residence some 200 miles
since the autumn of 1891, and

not having preserved

what I considered: the unimportant part of my
correspondence, I am unable to produce proof
positive, so must, therefore, grudgingly concede this
point to Messrs. S. & H.
(2) Never tried to invent a tripod; there were

plenty in the market,

The following list, relating to current Patent Applications,
is compiled expressly for ‘The Optical Magic Lantern

Journal" by a registered Patent Ayent.

LANTERN

and I only devised what,

me, Was @ necessary piece of apparatus,

to

not at tne

time to be found in the trade catalogues.”
(3) Don't know what a McKellan turn-table is, un-

mation apply to S. Dicker, c/o“ The Optical Magic Lantern

less it's that very ingenious arrangement in the base
of modern light cameras.
My old camera merely

No.
6518,

and fumble about with the screw before I could fix
iton the tripod. To avoid this, in my lantern-box I
had @ circular tripod-head made, and formed a disc
in baseboard to receive it, so that I could screw on
in the dark. If this primitive arrangement is, in
itself, original, I hereby make a present of it to the
trade, and would suggest that it be called the ‘ Jack
Robinson "” turn-table !
(4) Nothing of the sort.
The tilting-board and
reading desk which Mesers. S. & H. have so faithfully reproduced, together with the ‘‘turn-table,””
were mere after-thoughts, and claimed “ in combination” with the main design.

Journal,” 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

6613.
7022,

RECENT PATENT APPLICATIONS.
2 April. Ashleigh
Thorp.
A dissolving and
effect slide carrier for use. with a single
magic lantern.

3 April.

9 April.

7136. 10 April.

Alfred Bleckynden

William

Dun-

Improved valve applicable to cylinders
or vessels containing compound gases,

H. H. Lake, (Edmond
provements
lanterns.

7326. 12 April.

and

lop.
An improved oxy-hydrogen jet
for optical or other lanterns.
Gustave Donat and Joseph C. Plunkett.

Hudson.)

in stereopticons or

Immagic

Everard Hesketh and Alexander Marcet.
Improvements in flasks or cylinders for
containing gases under pressure or
liquifaction or the like.
CompLeTe SPEcIFICATION PRINTED.
1024 of 1893. Malden.
Chamber jets for oxy-hydrogen
limelight effects.

had a nut inserted, and I was obliged to stoop down

(5) Fifteen
Noah

made

thousand
an ark.

years

ago, or thereabout,

That ark was made

of wood,

and the door thereof was ‘‘set in the side.” Thus
far it’ was the prototype of my box, but in other
details it materially differed. The Sciopticor box,
and that made by Mr. W. I. Chadwick (drawings of
which that gentleman sent me), is about as like my
box as my box is like Noah’s ark.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
(6) Reading plain English should not be a difficult
task, but it seems to be an accomplishment that
falls not to the lot of everyone. That the points
here raised should be the result of a deliberate study
of the drawings and specifications of my patent does
not say much for the perspicuity of the gentlemen
concerned.
Consequently the value of the opinion
of Messrs. Sharp and Hitchmough on the validity of
my claims—well, as an American would say, don't
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Mine is from the old firm of Messrs. J. Wrench & Son,

Gray’s Inn-road, and is as good to-day as when
purchased.

If spared till another season, I shall have my saturator

tested and new rolls of flannel placed in it, after which L
hope to have the same continued success as hitherto,
namely, a splendid light with perfect safety. I haveonly

used my saiurator with the single lantern.

ION.

amount to much.

When Messrs. S. & H. have really discovered that the
main and essential feature of my box is the facility with

which it can be converted into an open table and slide-

holder, they are invited to practically teat the validity of
the patent by making a copy of the methods used, and
we will then proceed to business.
Yours truly,
W. D. ASKEW.
26, Solon New Road,
Clapham, S.W.

REGULATING

SUPPLY

OF GAS TO SATURATORS,

S1r,—I observe in your reply to some correspondents
in reference to Lawson's Saturator, that you recommend
them, in order to get a quiet light, to screw up the small
valve that will be found under the jet portion.
If you
had added ‘‘a very little, and with great caution’ it might
have no bad result.
It is, however, far better and safer
to regulate the pressure before it enters the saturutor,
and leave that valve always open.
If the pressure
entering the saturator is too much for the burner to
carry off quietly, by damming back the mixed gases at
this point you are always liable to have a bang, just as
you are liable to have a pop when‘you have excess of
oxygen.
I have tried it over and over again, and can
get bangs and pops at will, but when we know how they

are produced they can be more easily avoided. Another
reason for regulating the pressure before it is allowed to
enter the saturator is that if it is allowed to enter at too

high a pressure, and in order to get a quiet light you
check its outflow near the jet, you are sure to force ether
through several weak points, and have the whole thing
ina blaze. Now all these bangs, pops, blazes, are not,
perhaps, exactly dangerous, but they are highly unplea-

them

should

be

J. B.M.
SATURATORS.
To the Editor,

Srz,—I have been very deeply interested in reading
the different accounts you have published in your excellent “OpticaL Macic LANTERN JOURNAL "' on Saturators,
and, at times, especially after reading myjournal, I have
been nervous and quite afraid to use my two-cylinder
ether saturator, fearing an explosion which would cause
a fatal panic to my audience, and perhaps tear open the
barrels (as one of your correspondents writes), and spread
them like a book.

But now at the end of another season,

and after four years constant use of the double barrel
ether saturator, without a single hitch or failure, I write
to say for the encouragement of many timid lanternists
who read the “Opticat Macic LanTeRN JOURNAL”
that my experience has taught me, that, with a little
common-sense

care,

& double-barrelled

saturator

is as

safe and brilliant as any other lime light illuminant can
be. Of course every new patent saturator is the very
best and safest.

COLOURED TRANSPARENCIES.
(A COMPLAINT. ]
The following letter has lately been issued by Messrs.
Newton & Co.—‘‘It has been brought to our notice that
some persons or firms (whose names are at présent unknown tous) have procured plain photographic slides
made by us, and bearing our name, as makers, ona

label

aud after painting them, have replaced the label on them
as if they were painted by us; the colouring in most
cases being so exceedingly bad asto be calculated to
seriously injure our reputation as slide painters.

Our objection extends to our labels being left on the

slides after they have been painted by other firms under

Yo the Editor,

sant, and anything likely to produce
avoided.

first

any circumstances whatever, whether they are for sale or

painted for customers.
We are desirous of cautioning you against purchasing
any such coloured slides, and ask you kindly to inform ug
if any such cases come under your notice ; as they have
increased to such an extent, as to compel us to take the
most stringent measures to stop such practices for the
future.
Yours faithfully,
NEWTON

& Co.”

3, Fleet-street, Temple Bar, London.
:0:———

Notes

and

Queries.

Albert Tranter.—We understand that a transparent
black varnish of the style you mention will shortly be
introduced.

Camera.—It is evident that the camera was not held
steady during the exposure, hence the blurred appearance of the negative you sent. The development is
all right.
T. Gretton writes: I have lately been trying my hand
at wet collodion plates, but cannot manage to pour the
collodion on the plate without slopping it about. Asit
is rather expensive work wasting collodion in practising
this part of the work, can you tell me of anything that
I can use for practising with that is cheaper, but yet has
the same slow flow?
I have tried water mixed with

several things, but cannot get it to flow in the slow and
steady motion of the collodion.
Answer.—Try oil.
Luz Lanternie (Spain) writes: I am in want ofa receipt
for making a black varnish for stopping out skies in
lantern negatives. I have tried Soehneis Vernis noir dw
Japan and several others, but they crack or peel off. I
once had a varnish apparently composed of asphalt, but
with what solvent I do not know.
How can I make
such a varnish? Reply,—Use Brunswick black as a basis,
dilute with turpentine, and then add asufficient quantity
ofivory black, which lattercan be purchased at any oit
shop.
W. H. Knight says: Observing that his lantern objective
looked somewhat smeary, he took them out to clean
them but forgot to notice in what order they were placed
in the brass tube, and

asks for particulars.

Answer.—

The front lens, according to your description and sketch,
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is quite right, and is marked 3; No. 2, which
on one

side and convex on

is concave

centage of manganese, and use the chlorate in crystals.

the other, is also right, but

We have never seen & saturator behave in the manner
spoken of. Twelve ounces:of ether is far too much, and
perhaps you got @ quantity in the tubes which may bave
caused the effect you speak of. You do not say whether you
got good results by using the prescribed quantity only.
Jas. Phares asks for the dimensions of cylinders of
various sizes——The following are taken. from the list
issued by Messrs, Lea & Son, of Runcorn, who are
manufacturers :

No. 1 is turned the wrong way about.
With respect to
your other question, you cannot get a disc of the same

size from the two different positions with the same lens.

In order to use the lantern from the back of the hall
and obtain the same size of picture, you must have a
lens of longer focus. Judging from the distances on
your sketch, your lens is 54 inches in focus; whereas

to use the lantern from the end and yet get the same
size of image requires one of 10-inch focus. You might
try your lens as follows, from the back of thie hall—
Remove 1 and 2 altogether, and in their place substitute
No. 3, placing the rounded size next the picture, and use
limelight.
Send 13d. and we willsend you a reference
table. See diagram on page 92.
R.S. H.—We did not receive the package spoken of.
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but it was

of no use.

The

mixture congeals at the bottom of the retort.
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Saturator,

|

over

:

the oil lamp will only heat a narrow strip across the bottom of the retort. Better use such a lamp as we de-

scribed in our issue for Febri:ary, on page 39.
This will
heat the retort evenly.
You might increase the per-

iit

WwBS

Do you

ranning

45
60

7

the

of the ether in pouring it in as described above?
Answer.—The heat given off from the stove you mention
isinsufficient ;moreover you only obtain the oxygen from
« small portion of the mixture for the heat given off from

|

THE editor of one of the leading journals in

In this country (India) the ether evaporatcs so quickly

in

5}
bt

i

that you have to fly round in pouring it in the saturator,

ether

AAs

JAPAN calls the attention of his readers to the

and consequently it runs over when I put 5 oz. of ether
in my saturator and leave it for an hour, no ether wiil
come out when I turn it upside down and blow through
the open tap handle, it seeins to be all absorbed in the
packing.
Last time I put 5 oz more (after an hour)
and that too refused to come out. I then put in 2oz,
much

§]A

a5

sass
aogr

——:0:——

by overflowing the ether in pouring it in the saturator?

too

Ss!
~

123

}

went right out; no pop or explosion.
I lit it again, and
although it gave a fair lightit jlickered all the evening,
much to my annoyance.
Can you kindly tell me the
reason ? and then I can avoid it infuture.
Doyou think
I had too much ether in thie saturator? or was it caused

I had

se
im

|e

34

powdered chlorate or that in crystals? When I last
used my saturator it made a hissing noise and the light

think

2

3h.

kindly help me by stating a remedy for this sort of thing?
When I set my mind on giving an entertainment I find
I can get only very little gas. Which is the best to nse,

more, and blew it through after a few minutes,

®

6

get no more

books say that

3s]

12

I raised the heat and I knocked the retort on a

stone,

2

|

5
12
15

I turn it down very low

one-third full the action ceased, snd I could

5

10

ar first, and after about twenty minutes the gas begins
to come over; and after a time, the light being raised
very slightly. the gas comes over violently. If I turn
the light down, the gas soon stops generating, and I can
get no more out of it, do what I will. I seldom get the
bsg more than one-third full. Last time I used 3-lb.
salt in addition ;this evidently controlled the gas, and it
came over regularly, but as soon as the bag was about

gas.

8;3

oO

Fuerst Bro.—We shall be pleased to receive the samples
of Lumiere’s plates spoken of.
Far East writes:—I make my own oxygen (because I
have to), and have the following difficulties.
Can you
kindly help me. I use 2-lbs. chlorate of potash and 3-Ib.
black oxide of manganese, and I havea bag 36x 20x 24.
I have made the oxygen some ten times and have only
once been able to fill the bag. The heat is from a
stove.

rt

ae

We make no charge for answering questions.
Although
correspondents who ask more than 5U per annum,
usually send us a turkey at Christmas.
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WELCOME
FAIR

TRADE

NEWS

v. MONOPOLY.

Xi.

for LANTERNISTS.

WALTER

TYLER,

the Universal

Provider

of

Lanternists”

Supplies, has now completed his:arrangements for supplying the public with large.or small quantities
of compresséd gases in their own’ or ‘other cylinders-of any make. Oxygen Gas, giving a clear white

light, unsurpassable for its brilliancy, rarely attained by the commercial oxygen ; also

Hydrogen

Gas.
In order to allow his many customers to participate in the benefits of the new departure,
Walter Tyler has determined to reduce the price, a fact which he hopes will procure him a fair
share of this business.
Ccmpressed Gases supplied on favourable terms to the trade; also
Cylinders, warranted absolutely safe. Walter Tyler insists that all cylinders received for the first

time without a known test and annealed mark shall be subject to a standard test, when, if sound,
they will be stamped, registered and filled. The whole of England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland,
belong to Walter Tyler's district, and if required, gas can be sent to any part of urope, Asia,
Africa, and America.
eee

WALTER

TYLER, 48, Waterioo Rd., London, §.£.

ANDERTON’S LANTERN

STEREOSCOPE.

Demonstrations were lately given In Bristol by Mr.
Ounscombe,
St. Augustine's
Parade;
the foltowing

BUY

ONLY

W. M.
Press

E.

Notices will show with what result :—
‘
“ Several views showing wild animals in their cages were adinirable
in their perspective qualities, and although the lioness did not roar,

it was a satisfaction

to see the bars with all the appearance

T

of

T

solidity standing between the beast and the spectators.”—IVestern

EE

E Ss T

H

B
‘
———

L

Y L |N

D
E

Daily Press, January 1bth, 1891.

UNIVERSITY QOLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE.
:
‘“‘Dr. Kohn and Mr. F. G. Bailey,
exhibited tne new

Lantern,

which

ia a mest--ingenious

and

Ee

Stereoscope
scientifically interesting

.

method for obtuining a stereoscopic effect with pictures shown upon the
ecreen.

The

Lantern ie

the

invention

of

Mr.

John

Anderton,

Price

of

Birmingham, and was frat shown by him at the Royal Society's soiree
in June last, and subsequently at the meeting of the British Associa.
tion in September ; but antil Saturday, had not been seen in this city.
The properties of polarised light are called into play to secure the

The

desired result, which is astounding, the characteristic stereoscopic effect
of distance being marvellously produced in the pictures."—Liverpool

Mercury, January 22nd, 1891.
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Beard’s COMPRESSED GAS REGULATOR |LANTERN PROJECTION LENSES,
Medal awarded, Sept. 1891, Royal CornAs used by the
_ wail Polytechnic Exhibition.
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“ Pringle Beard” :Miniature

LANTERN

\

Eclipse Single Lantern Siide Carrier

PRICES
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To be had at any Opticians.

"3"%

6 inch and 9 inch lenses

Fitted with Telescopic Lantern.

, Odin. by 74in. high.

RACK

AND

6 inch equivalent focus aperture nearly //3

9 inch

focussing. Skewed gearing forlime

mahosany case; outsidesizes, Shin. by
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MOVE

WITH

THE

TIMES...

Use The PLLAN ExT" Automatic Lantern Lamp
WHEREVER

CURRENT

LIMELIGHT
@
No Noise.

SOME

OF

IS

OBTAINABLE.

SUPERSEDED?!

THE

PRINCIPAL

ADVANTAGES.

The Lamp is Compact
and Portable, and for
m the Same Amount of
m Light the Cost of Curf rent Consumed in this
a Lamp
per
Hour
is
@ One Fifth of the. Cost
of Oxy-hydrogen Gas
m where
Limelight
is

No Danger.

Always Ready for Use.
Entirely Automatic
in Action.

Requires no Attention
while Burning.
The Light is Concen-

§

trated, White, and
Absolutely Steady

ALWAYS

IN

mm used.
wa.

Invaluable

m larging

FOCUS.

PRICES
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PARTICULARS
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FREE

for

and

En-

Photo-

graphic Reproduction.
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PLANET ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED,
A

WHERE
NEWTON
NEW

PICCADILLY,

LAMP CAN
CO.’S
&

BE

AND

FOR

Projection.

‘Price, £9 9s. Od.

LAMP

<=

for

Optica)

Lanterns

The most simple
and efficient
Single
Lantern
yet
constructed
for general
- scientific work.

Prism for Erecting,

| PATENT

“NEWTONIAN”

20s.
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Vertical
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WORK.
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NEW
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more Light than
any other.
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no unnecessary;
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Prajection Appa-

ratus and Slides.
Post Free,
6 stamps.
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Most
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PRICE,

Printed

Six in Tin, 2Z,-

PATENTEES AND SOLE MAKERS:
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and

Publiahed by the Proprietors, TavLon Bxos,
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